Synthesis of new opioid derivatives with a propellane skeleton and their pharmacologies: part 3, novel propellane derivatives with pentacyclic skeletons.
Previously reported propellane derivative KNT-42 preferred the κ receptor and functioned as a message part in the message-address concept, but its affinity for the κ receptor was not high. To improve affinity, we synthesized five pentacyclic propellane derivatives designed for the purpose of fixing the conformation of KNT-42. The etheno- and ethano-bridged derivatives SYK-347 and SYK-393 exhibited high affinity and selectivity for the κ receptor, whereas the other derivatives did not. These results would be due to the different ranges of movement of the basic nitrogens and less basicity of the nitrogens due to the electron withdrawing effect of the introduced hydroxy or keto group. SYK-347 and SYK-393 preferring the κ receptor were expected to be useful for designing selective ligands for opioid receptor types, especially the κ receptor.